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%L(/&2(,4ÿÿ80&)ÿ4ÿ:20&(ÿVGacDEFZÿ\ÿVjEZÿZÿkZlEHÿ877ÿ=94ÿ4T4ÿRSMÿS8Oÿ
W6786X4ÿ
ÿ8R4ÿ:20&(ÿHmjEÿ(2*&ÿ89ÿ)*ÿS8Mn8O4ÿ
ÿ8S4ÿ)N.&,ÿHmjEÿ(2*&ÿ8Oÿ)*ÿ8778n764ÿ
ÿ674ÿYZÿRJJÿ?45%ÿ)*ÿ86JJ4ÿÿ .*02L*ÿ,*)*.(/ÿA2-.3.()3ÿ2),&Iÿ*0&ÿ3)(/L)/&ÿ)443.&%ÿ&PL)33Kÿ*2ÿ2.N.3ÿ
)(%ÿ2-.3.()3ÿ4-22&&%.(/,ÿA'-23ÿ*0&ÿ323&(*ÿ2'ÿ)--&,*ÿ.(ÿ)ÿ2-.3.()3ÿ2),&ÿ*2ÿ*0&ÿ,@&)-.(/ÿ2'ÿ)ÿ
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%&3'ÿ(%'ÿ)&33ÿ2*ÿ&+%(,ÿ-.,ÿ2/ÿ(%'ÿ021,'ÿ2*ÿ'23','/(.(&4',ÿ*3223ÿ*23ÿ5'6.('ÿ
'23','/(.(&4'ÿ72%/6ÿ8.13./8'ÿ42&8'5ÿ%&,ÿ82/8'3/ÿ(%.(ÿ(%&,ÿ-235&/+ÿ82/*3&8('5ÿ
-&(%ÿ93.-,ÿ2.,,'54: ÿÿ.13./8'ÿ23222,'5ÿ.55&/+ÿ(%'ÿ-235,ÿ9&/ÿ./;ÿ83&<&/.3ÿ
8.,':ÿ(2ÿ.22.3'/(3;ÿ3&<&(ÿ(%'ÿ,'3*=&/83&<&/.(&2/ÿ23&4&3'+'ÿ(2ÿ(%2,'ÿ,16>'8(ÿ(2ÿ
83&<&/.3ÿ3&.6&3&(;4ÿ66ÿ6ÿA?%&,ÿ3./+1.+'ÿ-.,ÿ.55'5ÿ(2ÿ(%'ÿ<'/5<'/(ÿ./5ÿ.2=
2324'5ÿ6;ÿ@2/+3',,4ÿ
B&/8'ÿ(%'ÿC&*(%ÿ<'/5<'/(ÿ-.,ÿ.55'5ÿ(2ÿ(%'ÿ@2/,(&(1(&2/ÿ(%'ÿD/&('5ÿ
B(.(',ÿB123'<'ÿ@213(ÿ%.,ÿ;'(ÿ(26Eÿ83'.33;ÿ5'*&/'ÿ-%&8%ÿ2328''5&/+,ÿ*.33ÿ-&(%&/ÿ
(%'ÿ,822'ÿ2*ÿ.ÿ983&<&/.3ÿ8.,'4: ÿÿ/ÿFGÿHIÿJKÿLMGNOPFMQNGRÿ(%'ÿ
@213(ÿ,(.('5ÿ&/ÿ5&8(.ÿ(%.(ÿ(%'ÿ3&+%(ÿ.+.&/,(ÿ,'3*=&/83&<&/.(&2/ÿ&,ÿ.ÿ*1/5.<'/(.3ÿ
(3&.3ÿ3&+%(ÿ./5ÿ(%.(ÿ.ÿ4&23.(&2/ÿ2*ÿ(%'ÿ3&+%(ÿ28813,ÿ2/3;ÿ.(ÿ(3&.346Sÿÿ02-'4'3ÿ(%'ÿ
@213(ÿ3.('3ÿ%'35ÿ&/ÿTUVVÿJKÿFGÿHIÿ(%.(ÿ9.ÿ,'/('/8&/+ÿ%'.3&/+ÿ&,ÿ2.3(ÿ
2*ÿ(%'ÿ83&<&/.3ÿ8.,':ÿ./5ÿ(%'3'*23'ÿ(%'ÿ3&+%(ÿ.+.&/,(ÿ,'3*=&/83&<&/.(&2/6ÿX'W=
('/5,ÿ(2ÿ(%'ÿ,'/('/8&/+ÿ2%.,'ÿ.,ÿ-'33ÿ.,ÿ(%'ÿ(3&.3ÿ2%.,'ÿ2*ÿ.ÿ83&<&/.3ÿ8.,'4ÿÿ/ÿ
YJRÿJKÿT MRÿ6(9%'ÿ@213(ÿ5'83&/'5ÿ(2ÿ5'*&/'ÿ(%'ÿ'W.8(ÿ<2<'/(ÿ-%'/ÿ.ÿ
83&<&/.3ÿ8.,'ÿ6'+&/, ÿ61(ÿ71,(&8'ÿ?%2<.,ÿ-3&(&/+ÿ*23ÿ.ÿ2313.3&(;ÿ2*ÿ(%'ÿ@213(ÿ
,(.('5ÿ(%.(ÿ9.ÿ6Z]83&<&/.3ÿ8.,'[ÿ.(ÿ(%'ÿ4'3;ÿ3'.,(ÿ3'\1&3',ÿ(%'ÿ&/&(&.(&2/ÿ2*ÿ3'+.3ÿ
2328''5&/+,4: ÿÿ?%'ÿ2313.3&(;ÿ&/ÿYJRÿ*13(%'3ÿ%'35ÿ(%.(ÿ.ÿ4&23.(&2/ÿ2*ÿ(%'ÿ
B'3*=/83&<&/.(&2/ÿ@3.1,'ÿ52',ÿ/2(ÿ28813ÿ1/(&36ÿ^(%'ÿ232,'81(&2/ÿ1,',ÿ(%'ÿ5'=
*'/5./([,ÿ82'38'5ÿ,(.('<'/(,ÿ&/ÿ.ÿ83&<&/.3ÿ8.,'4ÿÿ71,(&8',ÿ_'//'5;ÿB('4'/,ÿ
ÿ
5'22,&(&2/ÿ&/ÿ.ÿ8&4&3ÿ2/'4:ÿÿ̀GKÿa\12(&/+ÿbÿ 4ÿ1cÿbdBÿbCÿ?0ÿCC?0ÿee?ÿE6Aÿ
a8^X]ff4ÿ
ÿ684ÿLOÿ]EEÿC4A5ÿ.(ÿ86EE4ÿÿ(ÿ&,ÿ22,,&63'ÿ(%.(ÿ.13./8'ÿ-.,ÿ3'*'3'/8&/+ÿ(%'ÿ23222,'5ÿ715&8&.3;ÿ
8(ÿ-%&8%ÿ-2135ÿ2'3<&(ÿ(%'ÿ>15&8&.3;ÿ(2ÿ82<2'3ÿ2.3(&',ÿ&/ÿ8&4&3ÿ8.,',ÿ(2ÿ232518'ÿ5281<'/(,4ÿÿ̀GKÿ
ÿ664ÿ`GKÿ.(ÿ86EEgES4ÿ
ÿ6A4ÿ`GKÿ
ÿ6E4ÿ`GKÿ.(ÿ86A^4ÿ
ÿ6S4ÿD/&('5ÿB(.(',ÿ44ÿ1'351+2=D3\1&5'hÿE^EÿD4B4ÿ6S^ÿ6XEÿa8^^7f4ÿ
ÿ6X4ÿe&(8%'33ÿ44ÿD/&('5ÿB(.(',ÿS6XÿD4B4ÿA8EÿA6]ÿa8^^^f4ÿ
ÿ694ÿLOÿ]EEÿC4A5ÿ.(ÿ86E74ÿ
ÿ6]4ÿ@%.4'hÿ44ÿe.3(&/'hÿSA]ÿD4B4ÿ9X7ÿ9XXÿa677Afÿa2313.3&(;ÿ22&/&2/f4ÿÿ?%2<.,ÿ*13(%'3ÿ,(.('5ÿ(%.(ÿ
223&8'ÿ\1',(&2/&/+ÿ&,ÿ&/,1**&8&'/(ÿ(2ÿ82/,(&(1('ÿ.ÿ98.,'4:ÿÿ̀GKÿ.(ÿ9X94ÿ
ÿ6^4ÿ`GKÿ.(ÿ9XXgX94ÿÿ71,(&8'ÿB21('3ÿ,.&5ÿ&/ÿ%&,ÿ82/8133&/+ÿ22&/&2/ÿ(%.(ÿ-%&3'ÿ%'ÿ.+3''5ÿ(%.(ÿ(%'ÿ3'=
,22/5'/(ÿe.3(&/'h[,ÿiÿ8^]Aÿ83.&<ÿ,%2135ÿ6'ÿ3'>'8('5ÿ%'ÿ6'3&'4'5ÿ(%.(ÿ(%'ÿ5'8&,&2/ÿ5'<./5'5ÿ.ÿ%&+%'3ÿ
5'+3''ÿ2*ÿ5&,83'(&2/ÿ(%./ÿ71,(&8'ÿ?%2<.,ÿ3'82+/&h'54ÿÿ̀GKÿ.(ÿ999ÿaB21('3ÿ74ÿ82/8133&/+f4ÿÿB21('3ÿ3'8=
2<<'/5'5ÿ.223;&/+ÿ./ÿ&/('3<'5&.('ÿ6.3./8&/+ÿ.2232.8%ÿ(2ÿ3&<&(ÿ'W2./,&2/ÿ2*ÿ8&4&3ÿ3&.6&3&(;ÿ-&(%21(ÿ.ÿ
922-'3*13ÿ,%2-&/+:ÿ/'8',,.3;ÿ(2ÿ'W2./5ÿ232('8(&2/ÿ2*ÿ(%'ÿ3&+%(4ÿÿd'2**3';ÿ)4ÿC'%3&/+ÿ1'351+2jÿ
kMlGÿmONÿnOopÿB(22(ÿ44ÿ@&(;ÿ2*ÿ4'3'((ÿGÿqJVNÿÿrsGsÿHVP`UMsOÿYJVÿ
tuVvÿLOVO,ÿ8]ÿdb4ÿeBbÿ4ÿ14ÿE]8ÿS77g78ÿa6788fÿa8&(&/+ÿYJRÿSA]ÿD4B4ÿ.(ÿ999g9]ÿ
aB21('3ÿ74ÿ82/8133&/+ff4ÿÿB21('3ÿ.3+1'5ÿ*23ÿ.ÿ93&<&(&/+ÿ23&/8&23':ÿ(2ÿ<&(&+.('ÿ(%'ÿ3&,wÿ2*ÿ.,,&+/&/+ÿ8&4&3ÿ
3&.6&3&(;ÿ*23ÿ'4'3;ÿ223&8'ÿ&/('332+.(&2/ÿ8%.33'/+'5ÿ1/5'3ÿ.ÿ632.5ÿ&/('323'(.(&2/ÿ2*ÿ(%'ÿB'3*=/83&<&/.=
(&2/ÿ@3.1,'4ÿÿ̀GKÿ.(ÿS78ÿa\12(&/+ÿYJRÿSA]ÿD4B4ÿ.(ÿ99^ÿaB21('3ÿ74ÿ82/8133&/+ff4ÿ
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%&'ÿ()&*+,-.ÿ/20121-ÿ%**1-31'ÿ3/%3ÿ3/1ÿ-)./3ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ*1345)&6-)7)&%3)2&ÿ%85
83)1*ÿ%3ÿ3/1ÿ7271&3ÿ0/1&ÿ823)61ÿ193-%63ÿ%ÿ*,*8163:*ÿ*3%3171&3ÿ0)3/ÿ6278,35
*)2&4;7ÿ
<23320)&.ÿ3/1ÿ=>?ÿ'16)*)2&*ÿ*121-%3ÿ6)-6,)3*ÿ+1.%&ÿ32ÿ')441-ÿ-1.%-')&.ÿ
0/1&ÿ%ÿ@6-)7)&%3ÿ6%*1Aÿ+1.)&*ÿ,&'1-ÿ3/1ÿ<)43/ÿ71&'71&34;8ÿÿB/1ÿB/)-'ÿ
<2,-3/ÿ%&'ÿ<)43/ÿC)-6,)3*ÿ/;6%21ÿ1%6/ÿ/13'ÿ3/%3ÿ3/1ÿ-)./3ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ*1345)&6-)7)&%5
3)2&ÿ)*ÿ*3-)633Dÿ%ÿ3-)%3ÿ-)./34ÿÿEDÿ6278%-)*2&ÿ3/1ÿF162&'ÿF121&3/ÿ%&'ÿ)&3/ÿ
C)-6,)3*ÿ/%21ÿ62&63,'1'ÿ3/%3ÿ2)23%3)2&*ÿ24ÿ3/1ÿ-)./3ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ*1345)&6-)7)&%3)2;&;ÿ
7%Dÿ266,-ÿ0/1&ÿ621-61'ÿ*3%3171&3*ÿ%-1ÿ,*1'ÿ)&ÿ61-3%)&ÿ8-13-)%3ÿ8-2611')&.*4ÿ
13D)&.ÿ2&ÿG,*3)61ÿB/27%*:*ÿ'14)&)3)2&ÿ24ÿ@6-)7)&%3ÿ6%*1Aÿ)&ÿ=>?ÿ3/1ÿ
F162&'ÿC)-6,)3ÿ*3%31'ÿ3/%3ÿ,&'1-ÿ3/1ÿ<)43/ÿ71&'71&3ÿ%&ÿ;)H&)3)%3ÿ62,-3ÿ%881%-5
%&61ÿ%3ÿ0/)6/ÿ+%)3ÿ)*ÿ'131-7)&1'ÿ)*ÿ8%-3ÿ24ÿ%ÿ6-)7)&%3ÿ6%*14ÿÿB/,*ÿ3/1ÿF162&'ÿ
C)-6,);3ÿI/13'ÿ3/%3ÿ3/1ÿ-)./3ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ*1345)&6-)7)&%3)2&ÿ%883)1*ÿ32ÿ*,6/ÿ%881%-5
%&61*4ÿÿB/1ÿF121&3/ÿC)-6,)3ÿ62&63,'1'ÿ)&ÿJKLMLLÿ>Nÿ=OÿKÿPKQ>RRÿ
3/%3ÿ%ÿ6-)7)&%3ÿ6%*1ÿ)&63,'1*ÿ+%)3ÿ/1%-)&.*ÿ%-;-S%).&71&3ÿ/1%-)&.*ÿ%&'ÿ8-2+%+31ÿ
6%,*1ÿ/1%-)&.*ÿ,&'1-ÿ3/1ÿ<)43/ÿ71&'71&34ÿÿ&ÿTUÿ>Nÿ=OÿKÿVKLRWÿ3/1ÿ
F121&3/ÿC)
-6,)3ÿ%3*2ÿ)&63,'1'ÿ*,88-1**)2&ÿ/1%-)&.*ÿ)&ÿ)3*ÿ'14)&)3)2&ÿ24ÿ%ÿ6-)75
;
9
)&%3ÿ6%*14ÿÿB/1ÿ)&3/ÿC)-6,)3ÿ/%*ÿ/13'ÿ3/%3ÿ%ÿ62781331'ÿ*3%3171&3ÿ&11'ÿ&23ÿ
+1ÿ,*1'ÿ%3ÿ3-)%3ÿ42-ÿ%ÿ<)43/ÿ71&'71&3ÿ2)23%3)2&ÿ32ÿ266,-ÿ+,3ÿ-%3/1-ÿ@0%ÿ625
1-61'ÿ*3%3171&3ÿ/%*ÿ+11&ÿX,*1':ÿ)&ÿ%ÿ6-)7)&%3ÿ6%*1ÿ0/1&ÿ)3ÿ/%*ÿ+11&ÿ-13)1'ÿ
,82&ÿ32ÿ4)31ÿ42-7%3ÿ6/%-.1*ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ3/1ÿ'163%-%&3ÿ32ÿ'131-7)&1ÿY,')6)%33Dÿ3/%3ÿ
ÿ
ÿ;74ÿ=>?ÿI;Zÿ[4F4ÿ%3ÿ9\Iÿ]^1&&1'DÿG4ÿ')**1&3)&.ÿ)&ÿ8%-3_ÿ̀WNÿ%3ÿ9\\ÿ]()&*+,-.ÿG4ÿ')**1&3)&.ÿ
)&ÿ8%-3_4ÿ
ÿ;84ÿaKÿZHHÿ<4;'ÿ%3ÿ86H74ÿ
ÿ;64ÿbWǸÿUÿc,--%Dÿ24ÿ%-31ÿH7Iÿ<4;'ÿ69Zÿ6ZIÿ]I3/ÿC)-4ÿ677I_ÿ]7%)&3%)&)&.ÿ3/%3ÿ3/%3ÿ3/1ÿ-)./3ÿ
%.%)&*3ÿ*1345)&6-)7)&%3)2&ÿ@)*ÿ%ÿ4,&'%71&3%3ÿ3-)%3ÿ-)./3ÿ0/)6/ÿ6%&ÿ+1ÿ2)23%31'ÿ2&3Dÿÿ3-)%3A_ÿ̀E,--133ÿ24ÿ
1)-.)&)%ÿ;\Iÿ<4;'ÿI7ZÿI8;d8Hÿ]H3/ÿC)-4ÿ677I_ÿ]62&63,')&.ÿ3/%3ÿ%ÿ63%)7ÿ24ÿ%ÿ2)23%3)2&ÿ24ÿ<)43/ÿ71&'5
71&3ÿ-)./3*ÿ4%)3*ÿ0)3/2,3ÿ%&ÿ%331.%3)2&ÿ24ÿ%&Dÿ3-)%3ÿ%63)2&_`ÿ1&'%ÿ24ÿ^)&.ÿ;H9ÿ<4;'ÿII7ÿII9dIZÿ];'ÿ
C)-4ÿ677;_ÿ]/23')&.ÿ3/%3ÿ%ÿeÿ8\Z;ÿ63%)7ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ%ÿ823)61ÿ244)61-ÿ42-ÿ4%)3,-1ÿ32ÿ8-22)'1ÿfLWÿ0%-&)&.*ÿ
)*ÿ+%*131**ÿ)4ÿ@3/1ÿ83%)&3)44:*ÿ*3%3171&3*ÿ%-1ÿ&23ÿ,*1'ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ/1-ÿ%3ÿ3-)%3A_4ÿ
ÿ;;4ÿaKÿZHHÿ<4;'ÿ%3ÿ86H74ÿ
ÿ;H4ÿg).%hDÿ24ÿB1783132&ÿI7Iÿ<4;'ÿ8S8ÿ896d9;ÿ]6'ÿC)-4ÿ6779_ÿ]-13D)&.ÿ2&ÿ8-12)2,*ÿF,8-171ÿ
C2,-3ÿ%&'ÿF162&'ÿC)-6,)3ÿ'16)*)2&*ÿ0/)6/ÿ42,&'ÿ+%)3ÿ0%*ÿ%ÿ6-)3)6%3ÿ8%-3ÿ24ÿ%ÿ6-)7)&%3ÿ8-2611')&.ÿ)&ÿ
3/1ÿ62&3193ÿ24ÿ3/1ÿF)93/ÿ%&'ÿ)./3/ÿ71&'71&3*_4ÿ
ÿ;I4ÿbWNÿ
ÿ;S4ÿF2-&+1-.1-ÿ24ÿC)3Dÿ24ÿ^&292)331ÿH;Hÿ<4;'ÿ877Sÿ8769ÿ]93/ÿC)-4ÿ677S_4ÿÿB/1ÿ62,-3ÿ)&ÿJKLMLLÿ
-1%*2&1'ÿ3/%3ÿ%ÿ@6-)7)&%3ÿ6%*1Aÿ/%'ÿ+1.,&ÿ%3ÿ3/1ÿ8-13-)%3ÿ/1%-)&.*ÿ+16%,*1ÿ3/1ÿ8-2*16,3)2&ÿ24ÿ3/1ÿ*,*5
8163ÿ@0%*ÿ62771&61'ÿMijUÿ24ÿ/1-ÿ%331.1'3Dÿ,&50%-&1'ÿ62&41**)2&4AÿÿbWNÿ%3ÿ876Sd694ÿ
ÿ;94ÿE1*3ÿ24ÿC)3Dÿ24ÿ2-33%&'ÿIIHÿ<4;'ÿS\Zÿ976d7;ÿ]93/ÿC)-4ÿ677\_4ÿÿB/1ÿ62,-3ÿ-13)1'ÿ2&ÿ)3*ÿ8-)2-ÿ
'16)*)2&ÿ)&ÿJKLMLLÿ32ÿ62&63,'1ÿ3/%3ÿ+16%,*1ÿ6-)7)&%3ÿ6/%-.1*ÿ01-1ÿ%3-1%'Dÿ4)31'ÿ%.%)&*3ÿ3/1ÿ*,*5
8163ÿ3/1ÿ,*1ÿ24ÿ3/1ÿ*,*8163:*ÿ*3%3171&3*ÿ%3ÿ%ÿ*,88-1**)2&ÿ/1%-)&.ÿ0%*ÿ*,44)6)1&3ÿ32ÿ%331.1ÿ%ÿ<)43/ÿ
71&'71&3ÿ2)23%3)2&4ÿÿbWNÿ
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%&'ÿ()2*'+,%-2.ÿ/01ÿ()2+''2ÿ0.2ÿ%2ÿ2'%')/-.'ÿ()'%)-03ÿ+,*%221ÿ*%0%,*4345ÿ
.ÿ67ÿ%&'ÿ2'8'.20.%*ÿ0)9,'2ÿ%&0%ÿ%&'ÿ)-9&%ÿ090-.*%ÿ*'38:-.+)-/-.0%-2.ÿ
+0.ÿ2.31ÿ;'ÿ<-230%'2ÿ0%ÿ%)-03ÿ+-%-.9ÿ0ÿ()-2)ÿ='.%&ÿ>-)+,-%ÿ4+A0*'ÿ-.ÿ?&-+&ÿ%&'ÿ+2,)%ÿ
+2.+3,2'2ÿ%&0%ÿ%&'ÿ@-8%&ÿ/'.2/'.%ÿ?0*ÿ0ÿ%)-03ÿ)-9&%4ÿÿ.ÿB7CDÿ%&'ÿ='.%&ÿ
>-)+,-%ÿ+2,)%ÿE,2%'2ÿ0.ÿ'0)3-')ÿ+0*'ÿ*%0%-.9ÿF=&'ÿ%-/'ÿ82)ÿ()2%'+%-2.ÿ028ÿ%&'ÿ
)-9&%ÿ090-.*%ÿ*'38:-.+)-/-.0%-2.ÿ?-33ÿ+2/'ÿ?&'.ÿ-8ÿ'<')ÿ%&'ÿ92<')./'.%ÿ0%:
%'/(%*ÿ%2ÿ,*'ÿ0033'9'231ÿ-.+)-/-.0%-.9ÿ-.82)/0%-2.ÿ090-.*%ÿ%&'ÿ2'8'.20.%ÿ0%ÿ
%)-0343G7ÿÿ.ÿB7CDÿ%&'ÿ92<')./'.%ÿ0.2ÿ0.ÿ-.2-+%'2ÿ(23-+'ÿ288-+')ÿ09)''2ÿ%&0%ÿ
%&0%ÿ,*'ÿ28ÿ0ÿ+2/('33'2ÿ*%0%'/'.%ÿ2,)-.9ÿ9)0.2ÿH,)1ÿ()2+''2-.9*ÿ%2ÿ)'%,).ÿ0.ÿ
-.2-+%/'.%ÿ%)-99')'2ÿ%&'ÿ@-8%&ÿ/'.2/'
.%4ÿÿ=&'ÿ+2,)%ÿ*0-2ÿ-.ÿ2-+%0ÿ%&0%ÿ%&'ÿ
(0)%-'*ÿ?')'ÿ+2))'+%ÿ-.ÿ%&-*ÿ0**,/(%-2.4G8ÿÿ=&,*ÿ2'*(-%'ÿ%&'ÿ2'8'.20.%*Iÿ0)9,:
/'.%ÿ%&0%ÿ%&'ÿE,2%0%-2.ÿ/'0.*ÿ%&'ÿ)-9&%ÿ090-.*%ÿ*'38:-.+)-/-.0%-2.ÿ-*ÿ2.31ÿ0ÿ
%)-03ÿ)-9&%ÿ%&'ÿ+2,)%ÿ-.ÿ67G6ÿ*%0%'2ÿ%&0%ÿB7CDÿ*,99'*%*ÿ%&'ÿ)-9&%ÿ0((3-'*ÿ-.ÿ
2%&')ÿ()2+''2-.9*ÿ0*ÿ?'334ÿ
4ÿ@>=Jÿ
K0%%&'?ÿ129G%4ÿLF129%3Mÿ?2)N'2ÿ0*ÿ0ÿ(23-+'ÿ288-+')ÿ82)ÿ%&'ÿ>-%1ÿ28ÿO01*ÿ
P0.*0*ÿLFO01*3M4ÿÿ.ÿ6784ÿ129%ÿ0((3-'2ÿ82)ÿ0ÿ(2*-%-2.GÿG?-%&ÿ%&'ÿ(23-+'ÿ2':
(0)%/'.%ÿ-.ÿ%&'ÿ>-%1ÿ28ÿO01*<-33'ÿP0.*0*ÿLFO01*<-33'3M4ÿÿ,)-.9ÿ%&'ÿ&-)-.9ÿ
()2+'**ÿ&'ÿ2-<,39'2ÿ%2ÿ%&'ÿO01*<-33'ÿ(23-+'ÿ2'(0)%/'.%ÿ%&0%ÿ&'ÿ&02ÿN'(%ÿ0ÿ
ÿ
ÿ454ÿJ%22%ÿ<4ÿ>-%1ÿ28ÿ<')'%%ÿQ56ÿ@442ÿA87ÿA6QÿLA%&ÿ>-)4ÿ677AM4ÿÿ=&'ÿ-.%&ÿ>-)+,-%ÿ022(%'2ÿ%&'ÿ
J'+2.2ÿ0.2ÿJ'<'.%&ÿ>-)+,-%*Iÿ0(()20+&ÿ;1ÿ)'0*2.-.9ÿ%&0%ÿ%&'ÿ@-8%&ÿ/'.2/'.%ÿ()2&-;-%*ÿ()'%)-03ÿ,*'*ÿ
28ÿ+2')+'2ÿ*%0%'/'.%*ÿ;'+0,*'ÿ*,+&ÿ,*'*ÿ+0,*'ÿ%&'ÿ*,*('+%ÿ%2ÿ;'ÿF0ÿ?-%.'**ÿ090-.*%ÿ&-/*'38ÿ-.ÿ0ÿ+)-/-.03ÿ
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